The complexity of a system description is a function of the entropy of its symbolic description. Prior to computing the entropy of the system description, an observation scale has to be assumed. In natural language texts, typical scales are binary, characters, and words. However, considering languages as structures built around certain preconceived set of symbols, like words or characters, is only a presumption. This study depicts the notion of the Description Fundamental Scale as a set of symbols which serves to analyze the essence a language structure. The concept of Fundamental Scale is tested using English and MIDI music texts by means of an algorithm developed to search for a set of symbols, which minimizes the system observed entropy, and therefore best expresses the fundamental scale of the language employed. Test results show that it is possible to find the Fundamental Scale of some languages. The concept of Fundamental Scale, and the method for its determination, emerges as an interesting tool to facilitate the study of languages and complex systems.
Introduction
The understanding of systems and their complexity requires accounting for their entropy. The emergence of information upon the scale of observation has become a topic of discussion since it reveals much of the systems' nature and structure. Y. Bar Yam [1] and Y. Bar-Yam, D. Harmon, and Y. Bar-Yam [2] have proposed the concept of complexity profile as a useful tool to study systems from different scales. Among others, R. Lopez-Ruiz , H. L. Mancini and X. Calbet [3] , and M. Prokopenko [4] focus on the change of the balance between the system disorder and self-organization for different scales of observation. In a different approach, Murray Gell-Mann [5] considers complexity as a property associated to the irregularities of the physical system. But Gell-Mann sees both randomness and order as manifestations of regularity, and therefore quantities that offer the possibility for reducing the length of a description and hence the computed complexity of a system. These complexity concepts are all evaluated using arbitrarily selected symbol scales. The selected observation scale depends on the language used in the description; for example, systems described with natural human languages are prone to be analyzed with the characters and words scales because they hold the most meaning for humans. When the analysis of information is in the context of its transmission, it is common to find binary languages as the base of study. A possible consequence of this preselected scale of observation is the possible inclusion of our assumptions about the system's structure, which skews our interpretation about system properties.
When plotted linearly, the shape of a ranked probability distribution profile resembles the shape of a hyperbola. If both axes are set to logarithmic scales, the profile tends to straighten around a negative slope line. Researchers such as Felix Auerbach [13] , George Kingsley Zipf [14] , Geoff Kirby [15] , and others, have worked on the relationships between some systems' structure and the straightness of its ranked probability distribution profile. The tendency of some natural systems to closely approach a straight line in this representation is called the Zipf's Law.
Instead of classifying the distribution profile of system description as convex, concave, and rectilinear or any combination along the dominion of the ranking axes, we are interested in finding a quantitative index to represent the dominant concavity -or convexity-of the probability profile. Since these are probability distributions, the area under their curves always equals 1; therefore, each symbol area contribution must be weighted according to the horizontal axis rank position, so that the included weight favors the concavity of the curve and thus, the calculated value becomes a concavity index. For our ranked probability distribution profile, calculating this concavity index, let's call it ℎ, could be done by applying the following equations:
where is the ranked probability distribution, is the symbol position according to its frequency ranking, and is a weighting function which should not alter the overall weight of the probability distribution. Therefore, the weighting function should also add up to an area equal to 1:
The weighting function must also be a positive concave function. Expression (3) complies with these conditions: = − .
To ease writing the local probability value was changed by . Using this result and rewriting Equation (1) we obtain:
Expression (4) resembles the entropy expression presented by Shannon [16] as a measure of quantity of information. In his work, Shannon arrived to his results for the cases where information transmission was handled by using binary languages, built over signals with only two possible values, i.e. novoltage/voltage, 0's/1's, high/low or yes/no symbol values. In our development, we handle languages with symbols.
It is important to emphasize that Expression (4) was written without any notion of thermo-dynamical entropy or information entropy. The normalization of Shannon's entropy expression, to produce values between 0 and 1, was not used either. Thus, Eq. (4) is an alternative way to obtain a version of Shannon's entropy, generalized for what we call complex languages -any language made of an arbitrarily large number of symbols.
Having generalized Shannon's results with this alternative method, indicates that the entropy value of a probability distribution is closely related to the shape of the probability distribution if the distribution is ordered accordingly to the frequency ranking of the independent variable.
Scale and Resolution
The term scale is commonly used in a qualitative manner. Expressions like "individual scale", "massive scale", "microscopic scale", "astronomical scale" and many other similar ones, are typically used to characterize the type of interpretation that should be given to certain descriptions. However, their utility relies on our subjective criteria to adequately apply those expressions. Subsequently, this rather diffused conception of scale is of little use for our purposes. We then propose a quantitative conception of scale. The scale of a system equals the scale of the language used for its description; the scale of the language equals the number of different symbols which constitute the language. Thus, for example, if a picture is made with all available colors in an 8-bit-color map of pixels, then the scale of the color language of the picture would equal 2 . Another example would be a binary language, a scale 2 language made up of only two symbols.
Interestingly, the system's description scale is determined, in first place, by the observer, and in a much smaller degree by the system itself. The presumably high complexity of a system, functioning with the actions and reactions of a large number of tiny pieces, simply dissipates if (a) the observer, or the describer, fails to see the details, (b) the observer or describer is not interested the details, and prefers to focus on the macroscopic interactions that regulate the whole system's behavior, or (c) the system does not have sufficient different components, which play the role of symbols here, to refer to each type of piece. It is clear that any observed system scale implies the use of a certain number of symbols. It is clear that the number of different symbols used in a description is linked with our intuitive idea of scale. There being no other known quantitative meaning of the word scale, I suggest its use as a descriptor of languages by specifying the number of symbols forming them.
Another important concept with a close relationship to scale is resolution. Resolution is the summation of symbols, repeated or not, that participate in a description. Therefore, resolution separates the description space in many smaller space segments, as many as indicated by the resolution itself. Each space segment must be occupied with a symbol, in other words, even an empty space is a valid symbol to be considered. In spite of the general use of the term resolution, the space-segments need not to be equally sized. A monitor screen, for example, has a resolution indicated by the number of pixels, which are all the same size in inches. An English speech, on the other hand, may be seen as a group of words. In this case, the resolution would be equal to the number of symbols represented by words, punctuation signs, and spaces; all covering a variety of symbol sizes and therefore an irregular space segmentation.
Resolution specifies the maximum accuracy of observation and defines the smallest observable piece of information. To ease writing, we will refer to those smallest pieces as info-bricks. Symbols are formed by a positive integer number of info-bricks. A symbol might be formed by more than one info-brick. But an infobrick may contain at most one symbol. Let denote the space of a symbol or an info-brick, and let the sub-index signal the object being referred to. Thus, the symbol fills the space and the message ! fills the space " . We convene the length of all info-bricks equal one. Therefore # $ ≡ 1 for any &. Finally, if the number of info-bricks is ' and the symbol diversity is " , we can write the following constraints over the number of info-bricks, symbols and the space they occupy:
A Looking for a Proper Language Scale
Here, the scale of a language is the set of finite symbols that 'best' serves to construct its description. Take for example the western natural languages. Among their alphabets, there are only minor differences; too few differences to explain how far from each other those languages are. As M. Newman [17] observes, some letters may be the basic units of a language, but there are other units formed by groups of letters.
Chomsky's syntactic structures [18] , later called context-free grammar (CFG) [19] offers another representation of natural language structure. The CFG describes rules for the proper connections among words according to their specify function within the text. Thus, CFG is a grammar generator useful to study the structure of sentences. Chomsky himself treats a language as an infinite or finite set of sentences. CFG works at a much larger scale than the one we are looking for in this study.
Regarding natural languages it is common to think that a word is the group of characters within a leading and a trailing blanc-space. At some time a meaning was assigned to that word, and thereafter the word's meaning, as well as its writing, evolves and adopts a shape that works fine for us, the users of that language. Zipf's principle of last effort [14] and Flesch's reading ease score [20] certainly give indications about the mechanisms guiding words, as written symbols, to reduce the number of characters needed to be symbolically represented. Obviously this reducing tendency stops when the word begins to lose identity because it is confused with other words and the context does not suffice to select the proper meaning the symbol has.
From a linguistic quantitative perspective, this widely accepted method for recognizing words offers limited applicability. Punctuation signs, for example, have a very precise meaning and use. The frequency of their appearance in any western natural language compete with the most common words in English and Spanish [21] . However, punctuation signs are very seldom preceded by a blanc-space and are normally written with just a single character, which promotes the false idea that they function like letters from the alphabet; they do not. They have meaning as well as common words have. Another situation revealing the inconvenience of this natural but too rigid conception of words, is the English contraction when using the apostrophe. It is difficult to count the number of words in the expression "they're". How many words are there, one or two? See G. Febres, K. Jaffe and C. Gershenson [21] for a detailed explanation on English and Spanish word recognition and treatment for quantification purposes.
Words are the symbols we associate to meanings, and vice versa. As we use words, we may alter their meaning by writing them in a context where their syntactic changes by an almost imperceptible amount. But that process, sustained for long time, can explain the evolution of words. However, as has been outlined, words are not the real part that form natural languages. Words seem to be the way we are used to understand the composition of a language, but not the criteria by which human natural languages organize character strings to form symbols with grammatical functionality. A more drastic argument to discard words as candidate to assume the role of basic units, is the fact that words, as a concept, do not exist for many types of languages; in music, for example, we could think of phrases, but not words. Some authors mention words when referring to music. But they refer to sequences of characters with no rational, cognitive and commonly shared meaning as occurs with words of natural languages.
Intuitively the symbols forming a description written using some language, should be those driving the whole message to low entropy when computed as the function of the symbols frequency. In this situation the message is fixed as is fixed the text and the quantity of information it conveys. Then, there appears to be a conflict: while the information is constant because the message is invariant, any change to the set of symbols considered as basic units, alters the computed message entropy, as if the information had changed; it has not. To solve this paradox, we return to the question asked at the beginning of this section about the meaning of 'best' in the context of this discussion. From the point of view of the message emitter, 'best' qualifies the quality of a process of coding an idea to be conveyed and converted it into a text, or other physical signal is used, to be transmitted. This is what Shannon's work was intended for: to determine the quantity information, estimated as entropy, to consider the cost of transmitting an idea. From the reader point of view the economy of the problem works different. The reader's problem is to interpret the message received to maximize the information extracted. In other words, the reader focuses on the symbols which turn the script as an organized, therefore interpretable message. If the reader is a human and there are words in the message, the focused symbols are most likely words because those are the symbols that add meaning for this kind of reader. But if there existed the possibility to select another set of symbols which makes the message look even more organized, the reader would rather use this set of symbols because it would require less effort to read.
In conclusion, what the reader considers 'best' is the set of symbols that maximizes the organization of the message while for the sender the 'best' means the set of symbols needed to minimize the disorder of the message and thus the quantity of information processed. These statements are expressed as objective functions in Equations (6a) a (6b) where the best set of symbols is named ,, the message is !, the message entopy is ℎ " and the message organization is 1 − ℎ " .
Sender's objective: min
Receiver's objective: max
Following this reasoning, 'best' means the same for both sides of the communication process. This may have important implications when considering languages as living organisms or colonies of organisms. Both parts of the communication process push the language to evolve in the same direction: augmenting self-organization and the reducing of entropy of the messages. Both come together. Self-organization can be seen as one of the evolving directions of languages. Thus, self-organization is an indirect way to measure how deeply evolved a language is and what its capacity is to convey complex ideas or sensations.
Finally, an objective function to search the most effective set of symbols -the set with minimal entropyto describe a language has been found. It will be used to recognize the set of symbols that best describes a language used to write a description.
Language Recognition
Consider a description consisting of a message ! built up with a finite sequence of characters or elementary symbols. A message ! consisting of a sequence of ' characters can be treated as an ordered set of characters 2 as:
No restriction is imposed over the possibility of repeating characters. Consider also the language 7, consisting of a set of # symbols formed with a sequence of $ consecutive characters found at least once in message !. Thus , = , 4 , … , 8 , } .
= { 2 9 , 2 9: , … , 2 9:; < $ } ,
The symbol probability distribution can be obtained dividing the frequency distribution ? by the message symbol diversity # :
Language ,, used to convey the message !, can now be specified as the set of , different symbols and the probability density function which establishes the relative frequencies of appearance of the symbols . Each symbol is constructed with a sequence of contiguous characters as indicated in Eq. (9) . The set of symbols that describes the message ! with the least entropy comes after the solution of the following optimization problem:
Subject to
The resulting language will be the best in the sense that it is the set of symbols that offers a maximum organization of the message. The symbol lengths will range from a minimum to a maximum defining a distribution of symbol lengths characteristic of this scale of observation which refer to as the Fundamental Scale.
The Algorithm
The optimization problem (11a-e) is highly nonlinear and restrictions are coupled. A strategy for finding a solution has been devised. It is a computerized process compound of text-strings processing, entropy calculations, text-symbol ordering and genetic algorithms. For a description consisting of a text of ' characters -which can be referred to as the message-the process begins splitting the message in single characters; a first version of language , is built with these characters and their corresponding frequencies of appearance. If G denotes the maximum length of any symbol within the language representing the description, the actual reference to current language would be , , H with G = 1 .
Once , is obtained, the process progressively admits longer symbols -measured in characters-by following which increments by one the maximum symbol length G at every cycle. When G > 1, symbols with different length may coexist within the language , H . The scanning of symbols of different sizes is controlled by an additional loop (named 4 ). At each cycle of 4 , the number M is increased by 1. In this way, when is at stage G, the maximum value that M that can reach in 4 , is G. At any time within 4 , the most elaborated language , is signaled using the double index G, M, thus, the language at this stage would be named , H,N . At each completion of 4 , the algorithm has found the 'best' language for a given maximum symbol length G; this language is called , H, * as an indication of its local optimal condition.
Each stage starts from the language obtained after the completion of the previous stage. Thus, a new and improved version of the language associated to message !, is produced. The description of this language , H,N is stored in a 1-dimensional array BC PB QRSTU where each array element contains a symbol. The symbol frequencies and their locations within the message are stored in the 1-dimensional array RSTU ( QVPQCWS and the 2-dimensional structure RSTU BWQM , . These three arrays fully describe the message. At any stage, the original message can be reconstructed and its absolute integrity verified to ensure the message has not degenerated during this long process. The selection of the candidate symbols to be added to the language is based on its estimated likelihood of being an entropy reducer symbol.
Every insertion of a new symbol to the evolving language, brings the need to extract all those instances of symbols totally or partially overlapped in the lastly inserted symbol. Instances of the preexisting symbols are reintroduced to maintain the solution's feasibility as dictated by restrictions (11d) and (11e). These symbols are taken from those defining the language of previous stage. The criterion for the selection of these pre-existing symbols to be reinserted is to keep the diversity of the resulting language low. Therefore, at this local situation, long symbols have some advantage to survive.
Base Language Construction
In the first stage, the message ! is separated into single info-bricks, characters for this case. The resulting set of characters along with their frequency distribution constitute the first attempt to obtain a good language and it will be denoted , . The sub-index indicates the maximum length that any symbol can achieve.
The quantity of information ℎ # X needed to convey the message ! using language , can be computed applying Expression (4) to these specific conditions:
where refers to the probability of encountering symbol 2 within a message described using language , Y . Observe that the base of the logarithm is the symbol diversity , X and therefore values of entropy ℎ # X are normalized between zero and one.
Prospective Symbol Detection
With the exception of 1-character symbol language 7 obtained after the algorithm's first block, every stage starts from the language recognized in the previous stage, that is, any stage pursues the construction of language , H,N starting from language , H,NZ . At stage M the symbols to consider as candidates to be inserted as part of language , H,N being sought, must be of length equal to M. A strategy to detect all the strings formed by M consecutive characters is to scan the message text with a sliding window sized as M characters in the direction of the text. The window slides over the whole text and permits the selection of those characters that fit behind the open sector of the window. The movement of the window along the text is done on steps of the same size of the window to avoid symbol overlapping in each pass.
To cover all possibilities of character sequences forming symbols of length equal to M, several passes are done over the text. The difference from one pass to another is the character where the initial symbol starts, which will be called the phase of the pass. Figure 2 illustrates the meaning of these concepts and how the strategy covers all possibilities of symbol instances for any RSTU R&[Q. A two-dimensional array named RSTU 7S ℎBMQ ℎBMQ, \CM]BCWQ\CDQ^ is populated to retain prospective symbols and the phase at which they appear. Once this array contains all character strings with the specified symbol length M, it is traversed looking for repeated symbols.
The examples of Figure 2 illustrate how the string 'Mtrk' is allocated in RSTU 7S ℎBMQ 1, 0 and RSTU 7S ℎBMQ 3, 10 , accounting for two instances of the 4-char string 'Mtrk'. Each symbol-string together with the number of instances found within the text, is used to populate the 1-dimensioanl arrays QW]RSTU and RSTU ( QVPQCWS . Both arrays are ordered according to the numbers stored in RSTU ( QVPQCWS .
Symbol Birth Process
The inclusion of the symbols from the top of the stack QW]RSTU produces language variations. These language variations are located around the place where each new symbol string appears in the text; the extent depends on the number of the previous language symbols totally or partially contained within the newly included symbol. The associated entropy variation accounts for the balance of the reduction -or increment-of the uncertainty associated to the newly inserted symbol, and the uncertainty variation associated to the change in number of appearances of the symbols totally or partially overlapped by the inserted symbol. Figure 3 shows an example of this symbol assignment process.
Using the nomenclature to refer property values at every stage of the process, Equation (4) for the language , H,N can be rewritten as: 
The sub-indexes CM, M and M to refer to new symbol, overlapped symbol and remaining symbol respectively. Thus, eN is the probability of finding the symbol CM within the text, f gh the vector of probabilities of an existing symbol to be overlapped by the new symbol, and f iN the vector of probabilities of the remaining symbols contained in the new language array BC PB QRSTU . For the entropy ℎ H,N , the compound sub-index G, M indicates the value of entropy that corresponds to the language with G as the maximum symbol length and immediately after stage M when the acceptance of those symbols recognized as entropy reducer symbols, have been included into the language. 
At first glance Equation (16) may look useful to select the symbols from array QW]RSTU which would produce an entropy decrease if included in the resulting array BC PB QRSTU . Unfortunately, evaluating ∆ℎ H,N for every eN while keeping constant the values of vectors f kN and f iN , would neglect the effects of the new symbols included in this very process. Thus, the selection of elements from array QW]RSTU to become part of array BC PB QRSTU , is made with the criterion expressed in Expression (17) , which states that the symbols selected will be those whose length $ exceeds by a margin of l the average length of the symbols that are part of the current language 7 H,N .
Conservation of Symbolic Quantity
With the inclusion the symbols from the top of the stack QW]RSTU , the equilibrium required by the symbol-conservation restrictions (11d) and (11e) is lost. To recover that condition the algorithm must reinsert instances of some symbols. The symbols to be reinserted are selected from those existing in the best language previous version, that is , HZ , * giving priority to those being the longest. Applying this method the original message is kept invariant, can be reproduced by language , H, * and the diversity ,`, * of the new language , H, * is near a minimum. 
Symbol Survival Process

Controlling Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of this algorithm is far beyond polynomial. A rough estimation sets the number of steps required above the factorial of the diversity of the language treated. Thus, segmenting the message into shorter pieces, is a need to maintain the algorithm as a feasible solution and to keep affordable processing times for large texts. The noise introduced when chunking the original description into r pieces, is limited. At most two symbols may be fractured for each segment. Very low compared to the number of symbols making each segment. On the left the symbols correspond to a language , s, * with maximum word size of 3. On the right the language has evolved to the version , t, after the insertion of the 4-character symbol "MTrk". Notice how the insertion of the prospective symbol "MTrk" into , s, * alters the number of appearances of some symbols ("xMT" and "rk") and the need to generate other symbols ("MT" and "x") to keep the integrity of the message represented by the resulting language.
For every cycle the algorithm calculates the entropy of each description chunk. But, as Michael Grabchak, Zhiyi Zhang and D. T. Zhang explain [20] , the estimation of the description's entropy must consider the bias introduced when short text samples are evaluated. Taking advantage of the extensive list of symbols and frequencies in the arrays BC PB QRSTU and RSTU ( QVPQCWS , the alternative of calculating the description entropy is calculated using the joint sets of these arrays for the partitions forming the whole description. As a result, no bias has to be corrected.
Tests and Results
In order to contrast two different types of languages two tests were performed. The first test is based on a text description written in English and the second in test based on the text file associated to music coded using the MIDI format. The English text is a speech by Bertrand Russell given in 1950 during the Nobel Prize ceremony. The MIDI music is a version of the 4 th movement of Beethoven's ninth symphony. The sizes of these descriptions are near the limit of applicability of the algorithm. English descriptions of 1300 words or less can be processed in short times of less than a minute. Larger English texts have to be segmented using the Control Computational Complexity criteria mentioned in Section 3.6 to reach reasonable working times. Bertrand Russell's speech was fractioned in 7 pieces. For MIDI music files, the processing times show an attitude of sharp increase starting for music pieces lasting about 3 minutes. The version of 4th movement of Beethoven's ninth symphony used, is a 25 minute long piece. It was necessary to process it by fractioning in 20 segments.
Table 1. Details of two descriptions used to test the fundamental scale method
To reveal the differences of descriptions when observed at different scales, symbol frequency distributions were produced. For the English text, characters, words and the fundamental scale were applied. For the MIDI music text distributions at character and fundamental scale were constructed. Words do not exist as scale for music. The corresponding detailed set of fundamental symbols can be seen in Appendix A. The frequency distributions were ordered upon the frequency rank of the symbols, thus the obtained were Zipf's profiles. Table 1 shows the length , the diversity and the entropy ℎ obtained for these two descriptions analyzed at several scales. The corresponding Zipf's profiles appear in Figure 4 .
Any scale of observation has a correspondence with the size of the symbols focused at that scale. When that size is the same for all symbols, the scale can be regarded as a regular scale and specified indicating its size. If on the contrary, the scale does not correspond to a constant symbol size, then a symbol frequency distribution based on the sizes is a valid depiction of the scale. That is the case of the scales of words for English texts and the fundamental scale for our two examples. Figures 5 and 6 show those distributions and are useful to interpret the fundamental scales of both examples. 
Discussions
It is noticeable how in both descriptions analyzed, the profiles at character scale and fundamental scale run close to each other, within the range of the most frequent symbols to the symbols with a rank placed near the mid logarithmic scale. For points with lower ranking, the fundamental-scale profile extends its tail toward the region of low symbol frequencies. The closeness of fundamental and character scaled profiles in the high frequency region, indicates that the character-scaled language , is a subset of the fundamental scale language. The language at fundamental scale, having a greater symbolic diversity and therefore, more degrees of freedom, finds a way to generate a symbol frequency distribution with a lower entropy as compared as the minimal entropy distribution when the description is view at the scale of words. Focusing in the fundamental scale profiles, the symbols located in the lower rank region -the tail of the profile-tend to be longer symbols formed by more than one character. These multi-character symbols, which cannot exist at the character scale, are formed at the expense of instances of single character symbols typically located in the profile's head. This explains the nearly constant gap between the two profiles in the profiles' heads. Observing the similarity of the shapes of the profile heads at the scale of characters and at the fundamental scale, is an indication that the single character set used -the alphabet for human fundamental languages-constitute the basis for the construction of descriptions, and suggests that most important differences between a description and another, is likely to be found in the tail of the description's symbol profile at fundamental scale.
The English description, observed at the scale of words, produces a symbol profile incapable of showing short symbols -fragments of a word-which would represent important aspects of a spoken language as syllabus and other typical fundamental language sounds. On the opposite extreme, by observing at the character scale, the profile forbids considering strings of characters as symbols, thus meaningful words or structures cannot appear at this scale, missing important information about the structure of the described system.
The fundamental scale, on the other hand, shows as an intermediate scale capable of capturing the essence of the most elementary structure of a language, as its alphabet, as well as larger structures which represent the result of language evolution in its way to form more specialized and complex symbols. The same applies for music MIDI representation. There is no word scale for music, but clearly the character scale does not capture the richness that undoubtedly is present in this type of language.
Another weakness of word scale is that it is not sensitive to symbol order. To explain this, a fundamental language as English is used as example. An English word, for example, is recognized as a string surrounded by blank spaces or punctuation signs. This rigid assumption about the definition of symbol inhibits the possibility for detecting prefixes, suffixes, word roots, verb endings and other symbols which reveal the actual structure of the language. Other languages may not have words, but in order to be a language it must have some rules or the equivalence to grammar for fundamental languages; assuming rigid rules as symbol size or symbol delimiters represents a barrier when studying the structure of system descriptions.
In the search for symbols, the fundamental scale method accounts for frequent sequences of strings which result from grammar rules. The string 'ing', for example appears at the end of words representing verbs or actions. Moreover, it normally comes followed by a space character (' '). As the sequence appears with noticeable frequency, the fundamental scale method recognizes the char sequence 'ing ' (ending with a space) as an entropy reducer token and therefore an important descriptive piece of English as a language. The observation of a description at its fundamental scale is therefore, sensitive to the order in which char-strings appear within the description. The fundamental scale method detects the internal grammar which has been ignored when analyzing Zipf's profiles at the scale of words in many previous studies.
Despite the concept of fundamental scale is applicable to descriptions built over multidimensional spaces, the fundamental scale method and the algorithm developed is devised for 1-dimensional descriptions. The symbol search process implemented scans the description along the writing dimension of the text file being analyzed. This means that the fundamental symbols constituting 2D descriptions like pictures, photographs or plain data tables cannot be discovered with the algorithm as developed. To extend the fundamental scale algorithm to descriptions of more than one dimension, the restriction (11c) must be modified or complemented to incorporate the sense of proximity of the Info-Bricks and the allowed symbol boundary shape in the description-space considered. This adjustment is difficult task to accomplish because stablishing criteria for the shapes of the boundaries becomes a hard to solve topology problem, especially in higher dimensional spaces.
There are other limitations for the analysis of descriptions of one dimension. Some punctuation signs which belong more to the writing system than to the language itself, work in pairs. Parenthesis, quotes, admiration and question marks are some of the written punctuation signs which work in couples. Intuition indicates that each one of them is a half-symbol belonging to one symbol. Not considering each half as part of the same symbol most likely increases the entropy associated to the set of symbols discovered, thus becoming a deviation of the ideal application of the method. Nevertheless, for English, Spanish and human natural languages in general, the characters which work in couples, appear unfrequently as compared to the rest of characters. Thus the minimal entropy distortion introduced by this effect is small.
Conclusions
The results show there exists a Fundamental Scale for textual descriptions, which can be figured out for one-dimesional descriptions. The Fundamental Scale method works as a filter that selects the most representative pieces of the structure of the system taken from different scales of observation. In this sense, the Fundamental Scale synthetizes the relevant information existing at the many observation scales which would form Bar-Yam's complexity profiles. Concentrating the most important features of a description in just one observation scale, makes the Fundamental Scale Method an interesting alternative to study systems from a multi-scale perspective.
Practical use of the algorithm is feasible up to some description lengths. The actual limit depends on the nature of the language used in the description. For syllabic human natural languages the algorithm can be directly applied to texts of 40000 characters or less. Longer texts, however, can be analyzed by partitioning. Thus the application limit for texts expressed in human natural languages, covers most needs. For the analysis of music, the use of the algorithm is limited to the MIDI format, result in large processing times even for powerful computers available today. The problem of scanning all possible sets of symbols in a sequence of characters grows as a combinatorial number. The Problem rapidly gets too complex in the computational sense, and its practical application is only feasible for representations of music in reduced sets of digitized symbols like the MIDI coding. Using more comprehensive formats like .MP3, a compressing technology capable of reducing the size of a music pack while keeping reasonably good sound quality, would be enough to locate the solution of the problem beyond our possibilities of performing experiments with large sets of musical pieces. Yet, the fundamental scale method provides new possibilities for discovering the most representative dimension of small sized textual descriptions, allowing us to advance in our understanding of languages.
The Fundamental Scale, as a concept and as a method to find a quantitative approximation to the description of languages, promises interesting results from further research. Tackling the barriers of the algorithm by finding ways to reduce the number of loops and augmenting the assertiveness of the criteria used, may extend the space of practical use of the notion of a description's fundamental scale. Nevertheless, approximations to the language fundamental fingerprint is already possible with small-sized samples of the original piece of information, and therefore it offers a paths for studying and applying it waiting to be traversed. The Fundamental Scale method is a promising tool to the deep into the inner structure of any system and reveal internal properties of its language. 
